Lymphography and computed tomography in lymph node metastases from malignant melanoma.
Contrast lymphography and regional computed tomography (CT) were performed prior to lymph node dissection in 49 patients with clinical suggestion of lymph node metastases from malignant melanoma. The overall specificity and sensitivity for lymphography was 62% and 70%, respectively, and for CT 83% and 70%, respectively. There was 67% concordance of the radiologic reports. The combined modality sensitivity and specificity were 79% and 84%, respectively. Clinical lymph node examination was poor in accurately diagnosing lymph node involvement with melanoma (42% true positive, 58% false positive). Lymphography produced too many false negative and false positive reports to be of value in detecting lymph node metastases on its own. CT was slightly superior to lymphography in correctly predicting the lymph node status of the upper extremity. The present clinical and radiologic techniques would seem to be inadequate for detecting lymph node metastases in malignant melanoma.